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fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this publicize

students straight to the important concepts. By
Criminology Stephen Jones 2017-04-06 The new

focusing on the core concepts, students will gain

sixth edition of Criminology provides students with

true understanding of the material, without

a comprehensive analysis of the major

becoming overwhelmed with unnecessary

criminological theories. Drawing on a wide range

information. The book's conversation-starting

of research in order to consider both sociological

pedagogy encourages active participation in

and psychological explanations of criminal

learning, moving students beyond memorization

behaviour, Jones poses the important

by engaging them in the latest research findings

questions,inviting readers to critically engage with

and current events shaping the field. The Fourth

the subject. Thoroughly referenced and written in

Edition includes updated statistics, an entirely

a clear and accessible style, this book provides

new chapter on victims and victimization, revised

the firm foundation of knowledge that students

Learning Outcomes, and new Putting Criminology

need to develop a strong and secure

to Work boxes which examine evidence-based

understanding of criminological theory.

evaluations of a number of important crime

Revel for Criminology (Justice Series) -- Combo

prevention programs. Revel is Pearson's newest

Access Card Frank Schmalleger 2019-04-27 For

way of delivering our respected content. Fully

courses in Criminology Brief. Affordable. Visual.

digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the

Revel(TM) for Criminology provides an affordable,

textbook and gives students everything they need

thought-provoking look at criminology that uses

for the course. Informed by extensive research on

clear writing and eye-catching visuals to get your

how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an
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interactive learning environment that enables

in one continuous experience. Learn more.

students to read, practice, and study in one

Criminology: Theories, Patterns and Typologies

continuous experience--for less than the cost of a

Larry J. Siegel 2016-10-04 The bestselling text on

traditional textbook. NOTE: This Revel Combo

the market -- now in its thirteenth edition --

Access pack includes a Revel access code plus a

CRIMINOLOGY: THEORIES, PATTERNS, AND

loose-leaf print reference (delivered by mail) to

TYPOLOGIES delivers the most comprehensive,

complement your Revel experience. In addition to

in-depth analysis of criminological theory and

this access code, you will need a course invite

crime typologies available. In addition to its

link, provided by your instructor, to register for

unparalleled breadth and depth of coverage, the

and use Revel.

text is unrivaled in its strong research base and

Criminal Justice Today Frank Schmalleger

currency. The chapters in Part Three (Crime

2016-01-05 The gold standard for introductory

Typologies) cover some of the hottest issues in

criminal justice texts. Best-selling and time-tested,

the field today: ISIL and terrorism, mass

Criminal Justice Today: An Introductory Text for

shootings, green crime, transnational crime, and

the 21st Century,continues to lead the field as the

cybercrime. Packed with real-world illustrations,

gold-standard for introductory criminal justice

the thirteenth edition is completely updated and

texts. Its comprehensive coverage focuses on the

includes cutting-edge seminal research, up-to-the-

crime picture in America and on the three

minute policy, newsworthy examples, and

traditional elements of the criminal justice system:

hundreds of new references. Renowned for his

police, courts, and corrections. Building upon the

unbiased presentation of theories, issues, and

theme of individual freedom versus personal

controversies, Dr. Siegel encourages students to

security, it challenges students to evaluate the

weigh the evidence and form their own

strengths and weaknesses of the American

conclusions. Important Notice: Media content

justice system as it adapts to the needs of a

referenced within the product description or the

complex and rapidly changing society. An

product text may not be available in the ebook

instructor and student favorite, the Fourteenth

version.

Edition continues its tradition of thorough analysis

The Deviant Security Practices of Cyber Crime

of today's issues in an easy-to-read format.

Erik H.A. van de Sandt 2021-08-09 This is the

Criminal Justice Today, 14/e is also available via

first book to present a full, socio-technical-legal

REVEL(tm), an interactive learning environment

picture on the security practices of cyber

that enables students to read, practice, and study

criminals, based on confidential police sources
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related to some of the world's most serious and

of criminology. Oxford Bibliographies Online

organized criminals.

covers most subject disciplines within the social

Crime Control Policy: Oxford Bibliographies Online

science and humanities, for more information visit

Research Guide Oxford University Press

www.aboutobo.com.

2010-05-01 This ebook is a selective guide

The Penal System Michael Cavadino 2019-12-02

designed to help scholars and students of

Now in its Sixth Edition, this remains the most

criminology find reliable sources of information by

comprehensive and authoritative book on the

directing them to the best available scholarly

penal system, providing students with an incisive,

materials in whatever form or format they appear

critical account of the punitive, managerial and

from books, chapters, and journal articles to

humanitarian approaches to criminal justice. Fully

online archives, electronic data sets, and blogs.

updated to cover the most recent changes in the

Written by a leading international authority on the

Criminal Justice System, the new edition: Outlines

subject, the ebook provides bibliographic

contemporary policy debates on sentencing,

information supported by direct recommendations

staffing, youth custody and overcrowding.

about which sources to consult and editorial

Explores growing inequalities in the criminal

commentary to make it clear how the cited

justice system including issues of race, religion,

sources are interrelated related. A reader will

gender and sexuality, with new content on faith,

discover, for instance, the most reliable

and transgender prisoners. Considers the impact

introductions and overviews to the topic, and the

of privatisation on the probation service.

most important publications on various areas of

Discusses the most recent debates around the

scholarly interest within this topic. In criminology,

parole process, including high-profile cases and

as in other disciplines, researchers at all levels

attempts at reform. The book is supported by

are drowning in potentially useful scholarly

online resources for lecturers and students,

information, and this guide has been created as a

including chapter PowerPoints, sample syllabus,

tool for cutting through that material to find the

summaries of key legislative acts and bills, official

exact source you need. This ebook is a static

reports, a list of recommended further reading for

version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies

each chapter, and links to important Penal

Online: Criminology, a dynamic, continuously

Agencies and Organisations, Law Reform

updated, online resource designed to provide

Organisations, and other useful academic sites.

authoritative guidance through scholarship and

Essential reading for students of criminal justice

other materials relevant to the study and practice

and criminology, studying penology, punishments
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and the penal system.

understanding of crime and criminal justice: (1)

Canadian Criminology Today Frank Schmalleger

the degree to which race and ethnicity, gender,

2006

and social class affect the operation of the

Criminology Steve E. Barkan 2014 Taking a

criminal justice system; and (2) the extent to

sociological perspective, this book offers award-

which reliance on the criminal justice system can

winning coverage of criminology and highlights

reduce the amount of crime. Throughout the text,

issues of race, ethnicity, gender and social class

key concepts are supported with a

throughout. Criminology: A Sociological

comprehensive package of pedagogical material

Understanding, 6e, provides a sociological

and teaching/learning aids. Teaching and

perspective on crime and criminal justice by

Learning Experience This book offers a unique

treating social structure and social inequality as

sociological introduction to the field of

central themes in the study of crime--and major

criminology. It provides: A unique sociological

factors in society's treatment of criminals. It gives

perspective: Emphasizes the need to understand

explicit attention to key sociological concepts

social causes of criminal behavior in order to

such as poverty, gender, race, and ethnicity, and

significantly reduce it Award-winning coverage:

demonstrates their influence on crime. Moving

Features topics not covered in other introductory

beyond simple "get tough" approaches, the book

criminology texts Strong pedagogical features:

emphasizes the need to understand social causes

Gives students the tools to master key concepts

of criminal behavior in order to significantly

faster and more effectively while making class

reduce it. This sixth edition continues to include

preparation quick and easy for instructors

certain chapters that remain uncommon in other

Revel for Criminology Today Frank Schmalleger

criminology texts, including Chapter 2: Public

2018-07-25 For courses in criminology. A

Opinion, the News Media, and the Crime

thorough, student-friendly introduction to

Problem; Chapter 11: Violence Against Women;

criminology With a hallmark theme of social

Chapter 14: Political Crime; and Chapter 18:

problems versus individual responsibility,

Conclusion: How Can We Reduce Crime? In

Revel(TM) Criminology Tod ay: An Integrative

addition, the book's criminal justice chapters,

Introduction prompts students to think critically

Chapter 16 (Policing: Dilemmas of Crime Control

about the causes of crime and the link between

in a Democratic Society) and Chapter 17

crime theories and policies. Real-life stories and

(Prosecution and Punishment), continue to

up-to-date issues and examples bring to life both

address two central themes in the sociological

historical and modern criminological approaches.
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The 9th edition provides more coverage of

regulation.

terrorism and cyberterrorism, including an

Criminal Justice Frank Schmalleger 2017-01-09

overview of the many types of terrorist groups

This is the eBook of the printed book and may

and the findings and recommendations of special

not include any media, website access codes, or

committees and government bodies. Revel is

print supplements that may come packaged with

Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected

the bound book. For courses in Introduction to

content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel

Criminal Justice The gold standard for criminal

replaces the textbook and gives students

justice texts Criminal Justice: A Brief Introduction,

everything they need for the course. Informed by

Twelfth Edition, offers a contemporary,

extensive research on how people read, think,

authoritative look at crime in America with a focus

and learn, Revel is an interactive learning

on police, courts, and corrections. To make

environment that enables students to read,

information resonate with students, Schmalleger

practice, and study in one continuous experience

asks readers to consider the balance between

-- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook.

freedom and security issues and evaluate the

NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson

strengths and weaknesses of the American

content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel

justice system as it adapts to cultural, political,

access card. In addition to this access card, you

and societal changes. A wealth of Internet

will need a course invite link, provided by your

resources along with author tweets

instructor, to register for and use Revel.

(@schmalleger) extends chapter material and

Criminal Law Directions Nicola Monaghan

provides up-to-the minute information on this

2012-05-03 Criminal Law Directions is written in

ever-evolving field. Its unifying theme, unmatched

an engaging and lively manner with an emphasis

timeliness, and coverage of trends and

on explaining the key principles of Criminal Law

technology make this text the standard by which

with clarity. The book includes helpful learning

all other brief texts are judged. Criminal Justice,

features to guide students through the material in

Twelfth Edition is also available via Revel™, an

an interesting and informative way.

interactive learning environment that enables

Crime Online Yvonne Jewkes 2013-06-17 This

students to read, practice, and study in one

text provides an account and an analysis of key

continuous experience. Learn more.

issues within the field of cybercrime. It focuses on

Juvenile Justice Kären M. Hess 2012-04-16 A

different constructions and manifestations of

highly accessible, student-friendly text, JUVENILE

cybercrime and diverse responses to its

JUSTICE, Sixth Edition, offers a practical and
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comprehensive look at the juvenile justice system.

analysis of Quantitative Data • New examples

The text explores various programs and

and illustrations throughout The Good Research

processes that exist in today's field, including

Guide, 6th edition is a valuable resource for

prevention efforts through school and community-

anyone conducting social research including

based programs. The Sixth edition features a

those in applied areas such as business studies,

prestigious new coauthor--John Paul Wright from

health studies, nursing, education, social work,

the University of Cincinnati--and provides a new

policy studies, marketing, media studies and

emphasis on evidence-based practice and other

criminology. "Denscombe's The Good Research

cutting-edge issues such as cyberbullying, school

Guide, now in its 6th edition, continues to be one

violence, female delinquency, and more.

of the leading books in the field. It covers the

Important Notice: Media content referenced within

topics a student or practitioner doing a research

the product description or the product text may

project needs to know from project design,

not be available in the ebook version.

theoretical underpinnings of research, data

EBOOK: The Good Research Guide: For Small-

collection and analysis to writing up your

Scale Social Research Projects Martyn

research. Its accessible and practical approach

Denscombe 2017-06-16 This bestselling

means that it is an excellent resource for those

introductory book offers practical and

new to undertaking independent research." Liam

straightforward guidance on the basics of social

Foster, Senior Lecturer in Social Policy and

research, ideal for anyone who needs to conduct

Social Work, Sheffield University, UK "Martyn

small-scale research projects as part of their

Denscombe's text continues to remain core

undergraduate, postgraduate or professional

reading for those undertaking small pieces of

studies. The book provides: • A clear,

research and those who need to gain a firm

straightforward introduction to data collection

grounding in the principles of research theory and

methods and data analysis • Jargon-free

practice. From deciding on a research approach

coverage of the key issues • Checklists to guide

to the process of writing up, this finely balanced

good practice The sixth edition has been

edition offers a comprehensive and detailed guide

extensively updated and includes features such

to the research cycle. Pragmatic, and with the

as: • A new chapter on the Life Course

needs of the researcher always in mind, it makes

Perspective • A new chapter on Literature

social science research accessible, undaunting,

Reviews • New material on the Delphi Technique

and, what's more, a completely possible,

• An updated and expanded chapter on the

stimulating, and enjoyable endeavour." Yunis
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Alam, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of

Overall an excellent introductory text that

Bradford, UK "The Good Research Guide

embodies a no-nonsense approach to a subject

provides a comprehensive view of the complex

that can be at times complex. By breaking down

strategies and approaches of conducting social

topic areas and giving simple examples the

research, explained in simple terms. Relevant

subject is eminently accessible to the reader. Well

examples and check lists provided in each

done!" Stephen Pearson, Senior Lecturer in

section not only helps to gain better

Human and Applied Physiology, School of Health

understanding but also reflect on one’s own

Sciences, University of Salford, UK "This new

research. This book has tremendously helped me

edition provides comprehensive guidance to those

to gain knowledge and understanding of complex

undertaking small-scale social research projects

research strategies. It will provide clear guidance

including dissertations in business and

and direction for students and researchers in their

management and the social sciences and I would

research journey to achieve success." Deborah

recommend its use for all those new to research

Ebenezer, Research Student "I think the book

and also to refresh the thinking of those with prior

has a very good précis of areas relevant to the

research experience. Part 1 addresses a range of

title. It outlines very well in a logical order the

strategies for social research including surveys,

elements pertinent to 'social research'. Each

sampling, case studies, experiments,

chapter is relatively comprehensive and deals

ethnography, the life course perspective,

with subject material that is important, in a

grounded theory, action research,

language that is accessible throughout. It does

phenomenology, systematic review and mixed

what it says on the tin and provides practical

methods. There are few texts which address

information and guidance as a 'how to' text' for

research strategies in such a comprehensive

those needing help with this type of research

manner. The text develops in Part 2 by providing

project. In particular I think the checklists are an

clear guidance on the selection and use of

excellent chapter ending to help plan and bring

appropriate methods of data collection such as

into sharp focus what is needed for any particular

questionnaires, interviews, observation and

approach. The within chapter examples are

documentary analysis, taking into account the

excellent and help to further inform the reader

aims and objective of the research project. Part 4

what the author is trying to convey. Chapter links

considers both quantitative and qualitative data

help further embed concepts and show how the

analysis with Part 4 providing essential

various research elements may be associated.

information on research ethics, the reporting of
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research and on the conduct and presentation of

Integrative Introduction prompts students to think

the literature review essential to all research

critically about the causes of crime and the link

projects. I have no hesitation in commending this

between crime theories and policies. Real-life

text for use by undergraduate and post-graduate

stories and up-to-date issues and examples bring

students as well as those undertaking research

to life both historical and modern criminological

projects independent of an academic

approaches. The 9th edition provides more

programme." Dr. Bobby Mackie, Senior Lecturer,

coverage of terrorism and cyberterrorism,

School of Business and Enterprise, University of

including an overview of the many types of

the West of Scotland, UK

terrorist groups and the findings and

Defendant Rights Hamid R. Kusha 2004 A unique

recommendations of special committees and

handbook comparing defendant rights in legal

government bodies. Criminology Today: An

traditions around the world in light of fast-

Integrative Introduction , 9 th Edition, is also

changing developments in U.S. law since

available via Revel(tm), an interactive learning

September 11, 2001, and the USA PATRIOT Act.

environment that enables students to read,

Criminology Piers Beirne 1995 This

practice, and study in one continuous experience.

comprehensive text introduces the basic aspects

Criminology (Justice Series), Student Value

of modern criminology, emphasizing the

Edition Frank Schmalleger 2019-01-31 NOTE:

importance of historical, feminist, and comparative

This loose-leaf, three-hole punched version of the

perspectives on crime and offering a critical

textbook gives students the flexibility to take only

sociological perspective on the relationship

what they need to class and add their own notes

between crime and structured social inequality.

- all at an affordable price. For courses in

The authors explore what crime is and why it

criminology. Brief. Affordable. Visual. Criminology

occurs by examining the four major forms of

engages students in a study of criminology using

social inequality in the U.S.--class, gender, race,

interactive components and eye-catching visuals.

and age--and their influence on patterns of crime

The text weaves together theory and current

and victimization.

events to offer a practical introduction that's both

Criminology Today Frank Schmalleger 2018-01-23

relevant and interesting. Cases in every chapter

For courses in criminology. A thorough, student-

along with a wealth of critical-thinking features

�friendly introduction to criminology With a

provoke discussion and offer ample opportunities

hallmark theme of social problems versus

to apply new knowledge. The 5th edition explores

individual responsibility, Criminology Today: An

new theories of criminology, considers the impact
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of the most pressing issues today, and adds web

a traditional textbook. NOTE: This Revel Combo

links to YouTube® videos discussing connections

Access pack includes a Revel access code plus a

between crime and the economy. Criminology,

loose-leaf print reference (delivered by mail) to

5th Edition, is also available via Revel(tm) , an

complement your Revel experience. In addition to

interactive learning environment that enables

this access code, you will need a course invite

students to read, practice, and study in one

link, provided by your instructor, to register for

continuous experience.

and use Revel.

Revel for Criminology Today Frank Schmalleger

The Psychology of Criminal Conduct D.A.

2020-07-24 For courses in criminology. A clear,

Andrews 2014-09-19 The Psychology of Criminal

contemporary, and comprehensive introduction to

Conduct, Fifth Edition, discusses the psychology

criminology With a hallmark theme of social

of criminal behavior, drawing upon general

problems versus individual responsibility, Revel

personality, as well as cognitive-behavioral and

(TM) Criminology Today: An Integrative

cognitive social learning perspectives. The book

Introduction prompts students to think critically

consists of 15 chapters, which are organized into

about the causes of crime and the link between

four sections. Part 1 provides an overview of

crime theories and policies. Real-life stories and

theoretical context and major knowledge base of

up-to-date issues and examples bring to life both

the psychology of criminal conduct. Part 2

historical and modern criminological approaches.

discusses the eight major risk/need factors of

The 10th Edition addresses the poignant question

criminal conduct. Part 3 examines the prediction

of how security and freedom interface in an age

and classification of criminal behavior, along with

of increasing globalism and provides substantially

prevention and rehabilitation. Part 4 summarizes

enlarged coverage of terrorism and

the major issues in understanding criminal

cyberterrorism. Revel is Pearson's newest way of

conduct. In addition to senior undergraduate

delivering our respected content. Fully digital and

students, graduate students, and professionals in

highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and

psychology, this book may be helpful to students

gives students everything they need for the

and practitioners in the fields of social work,

course. Informed by extensive research on how

sociology, education, health, youth and family

people read, think, and learn, Revel is an

studies, criminology, and youth and adult justice.

interactive learning environment that enables

The book is also accessible to members of the

students to read, practice, and study in one

general public who are interested in

continuous experience -- for less than the cost of

understanding antisocial behavior. Resource
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notes throughout explain important concepts.

everything they need for the course. Informed by

Technical notes at the back of the book allow the

extensive research on how people read, think,

advanced student to explore complex research

and learn, Revel is an interactive learning

without distracting readers from the main points.

environment that enables students to read,

An acronym index is also provided.

practice, and study in one continuous experience

Criminology Gennaro F. Vito 2006 Across

- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook.

America, crime is a consistent public concern.

NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson

The authors have produced a comprehensive

content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel

work on major criminological theories, combining

access card. In addition to this access card, you

classical criminology with new topics, such as

will need a course invite link, provided by your

Internet crime and terrorism. The text also

instructor, to register for and use Revel.

focuses on how criminology shapes public policy.

The Practice of Research in Criminology and

Criminology Revel Access Card Frank

Criminal Justice Ronet D. Bachman 2018-12-20

Schmalleger 2019-06-10 For courses in

The Practice of Research in Criminology and

criminology. Brief. Affordable. Visual. Revel(TM)

Criminal Justice, Seventh Edition demonstrates

Criminology engages students in a study of

the vital role research plays in criminology and

criminology using interactive components and

criminal justice by integrating in-depth, real-world

eye-catching visuals. The text weaves together

case studies with a comprehensive discussion of

theory and current events to offer a practical

research methods. By pairing research

introduction that's both relevant and interesting.

techniques with practical examples from the field,

Cases in every chapter along with a wealth of

Ronet D. Bachman and Russell K. Schutt equip

critical-thinking features provoke discussion and

students to critically evaluate and confidently

offer ample opportunities to apply new

conduct research. The Seventh Edition of this

knowledge. The 5th edition explores new theories

best-selling text retains the strengths of previous

of criminology, considers the impact of the most

editions while breaking ground with emergent

pressing issues today, and adds web links to

research methods, enhanced tools for learning in

YouTube(R) videos discussing connections

the text and online, and contemporary, fascinating

between crime and the economy. Revel is

research findings. This edition incorporates new

Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected

topics like intelligence-led policing, social network

content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel

analysis (SNA), the evolution of cybercrime, and

replaces the textbook and gives students

more. Students engage with the wide realm of
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research methods available to them, delve deeper

Crime and Criminology is an introduction to the

into topics relevant to their field of study, and

causes of crime. The sixth edition explores the

benefit from the wide variety of new exercises to

key theories to try and explain criminal behaviour

help them practice as they learn.

in society, providing students with the opportunity

Criminal Law Today Frank Schmalleger

to evaluate how criminologists employ these

2014-08-06 Bringing criminal law to life. Criminal

theories in their analysis of criminological issues.

Law Today, Fifth Edition, brings criminal law to

This sixth edition has been thoroughly updated to

life by relating it to real stories from today's

include new examples and expand on the new

headlines. The text's approach is strongly

directions in crime and criminology. The book

influenced by the belief that the law has always

includes learning features designed to engage

been, and remains, a vital policy-making tool. As

students in theory and current criminological

a topic for study and discussion, the nature and

research by demonstrating how theory can be

life of the law is more important today than ever

placed into a modern context or used to frame

before. The text highlights the challenges that

research. It will provide learning pathways beyond

face the law as it continues to adapt to the needs

the theory, providing students with the skills to

of a complex and rapidly changing society and

understand their own theoretical perspective and

features a balanced text/casebook approach that

understand the social context, history and

provides a lively introduction to criminal law.

concepts behind criminological theory. New to this

Effective in-text learning tools give students the

edition Significant revision to key chapters:

resources they need to master the material

Expanded coverage of biocriminological and

presented in the text. MyCJLab was designed to

psychological positivism Chapter 7: Feminist

meet the needs of today's instructors and

Perspectives Chapter 8: Realistic Approaches

students. MyCJLab provides instructors with a

Chapter 9: Republican Theory and Restorative

rich and flexible set of course materials, along

Justice A new chapter on Cultural and

with course management tools that make it easy

Postmodern Criminology.

to deliver all or a portion of your course online.

Murder City Michael Arntfield 2015-06-09 Like the

MyCJLab provides students with a personalized

mythic cities of Gotham or Gomorrah, London,

interactive learning environment, where they can

Ontario was for many years an unrivalled

learn at their own pace and measure their

breeding ground of depravity and villainy, the

progress.

difference being that its monsters were all too

Crime & Criminology Rob White 2017-05-26

real. In its coming to inherit the unwanted
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distinction of being the serial killer capital of not

a book that marks a game changer for the true

just Canada—but apparently also the world during

crime genre.

this dark age in the city’s sordid history— the

Criminology: Theory, Research, and Policy

crimes seen in London over this quarter-century

Gennaro F. Vito 2011-09-29 Ideal for allied health

period remain unparalleled and for the most part

and pre-nursing students, Alcamos Fundamentals

unsolved. From the earliest documented case of

of Microbiology, Body Systems Edition, retains

homicidal copycatting in Canada, to the fact that

the engaging, student-friendly style and active

at any given time up to six serial killers were

learning approach for which award-winning author

operating at once in the deceivingly serene

and educator Jeffrey Pommerville is known. It

“Forest City,” London was once a place that on

presents diseases, complete with new content on

the surface presented a veneer of normality when

recent discoveries, in a manner that is directly

beneath that surface dark things would whisper

applicable to students and organized by body

and stir. Through it all, a lone detective would go

system. A captivating art program, learning

on to spend the rest of his life fighting against

design format, and numerous case studies draw

impossible odds to protect the city against a tidal

students into the text and make them eager to

wave of violence that few ever saw coming, and

learn more about the fascinating world of

which to this day even fewer choose to

microbiology.

remember. With his death in 2011, he took these

Crime & Criminology Robert Douglas White

demons to his grave with him but with a twist—a

2008-09-25 This first Canadian edition of Crime

time capsule hidden in his basement, and which

and Criminology: An Introduction combines

he intended to one day be opened. Contained

Canadian empirical research, policy, and legal

inside: a secret cache of his diaries, reports,

issues to create a thoroughly Canadian text. Ideal

photographs, and hunches that might allow a new

for university and college students enrolled in

generation of sleuths to pick up where he left off,

introductory criminological theory courses, the

carry on his fight, and ultimately bring the killers

book offers a solid foundation to criminology

to justice—killers that in many cases are still out

which unites traditional theories of crime with

there. Murder City is an explosive book over fifty

contemporary approaches and perspectives. By

years in the making, and is the history of London,

relating theory to everyday Canadian examples

Ontario as never told before. Stranger than

and events, students gain a solid grounding in the

fiction, tragic, ironic, horrifying, yet also inspiring,

major theoretical considerations of the nature and

this is the true story of one city under siege, and

causes of criminal behaviour. New discussion on

criminology-today-6th-edition-online
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ecology and environmental theories are unique to

"Cybrary" providing thousands of current

this edition. Updated references reflect recent

Websites to facilitate research, writing, and

research in emerging fields of criminology.

learning; and online teaching options such as

Handbook of Asian Criminology Jianhong Liu

WebCT. The #1 best-selling book for introduction

2012-12-09 The Handbook of Asian Criminology

to criminal justice!

aims to be a key reference for international

Criminal Justice Today Schmalleger 2002-07

scholars with an interest in the broad theme of

Critical Criminology Today Vincenzo Ruggiero

international criminology in general, and the Asian

2021-08-09 What survives of the notions,

region in particular. Contextualization is a key

principles and values of critical criminology?

theme in this book. The role of context is often

Faced with contexts that could not be more

underemphasized in international criminology, so

dramatically different to those fostering critical

the Handbook of Asian Criminology’s premise

approaches to crime and its control, what is left of

that crime and the responses to it are best

the radical theories and practical initiatives that

understood as deeply embedded in the cultural

characterized it in the 1970s? This book argues

specificity of the environment which produces

that critical criminology today can be reimagined if

them will play a key role throughout the work.

new concepts are elaborated, which bring

Attention will be given to country- and region

academic efforts close to the practices of social

specific attitudes towards crime and punishment.

movements. Building on an original collection of

Criminal Justice Today Frank Schmalleger 2001

anti-hegemonic essays focused on specific

For Introduction to Criminal Justice,

criminological areas, including femicide, organized

Administration of Justice, and Criminal Justice

crime, drug use, punishment, state-corporate

courses at the freshman/sophomore/junior

terrorism and financial crime, this book identifies

undergraduate levels. This text strives to teach

the radical potential inherent in the choice of

criminal justice students the fundamental tried-

areas, topics and variables that critical

and-true concepts of an evolving discipline, give

criminologists can address today. In discussing

them the critical thinking skills necessary to

concepts of distance, power, mercy and

effectively apply those concepts to the real-world,

troublemaking, this book considers the

and to apply those concepts and skills to today's

relationship between critical criminology, social

problems and emerging issues of tomorrow. The

justice and activism. An accessible and

Sixth Edition offers a stellar multimedia package

compelling read, this book will appeal to all those

with the text, including a Companion Website; a

engaged with critical criminology, sociology and

criminology-today-6th-edition-online
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cultural studies.

It's no mystery why Larry Siegel remains THE

Canadian Criminal Justice Today Frank

best-selling author in Criminal Justice. Professor

Schmalleger 2000

Siegel is known for presenting real-life stories of

Criminology (Justice Series) Frank Schmalleger

crime, criminals, and the hottest debates in the

2017-01-09 This is the eBook of the printed book

field, and CRIMINOLOGY: THE CORE, Sixth

and may not include any media, website access

Edition, does not disappoint. Clear, engaging, and

codes, or print supplements that may come

completely current, this four-color paperback is

packaged with the bound book. For courses in

also concise and affordable. The text effectively

Criminology Brief. Affordable. Visual. Criminology

uses real-world material to clarify concepts and

provides an affordable, thought-provoking look at

theories, equipping students with a solid

criminology that uses clear writing and eye-

foundation in modern criminology. Grounded in

catching visuals to get your students straight to

Siegel's signature style -- cutting-edge theory plus

the important concepts. By focusing on the core

meticulous research -- this book covers all sides

concepts, students will gain true understanding of

of an issue without taking a political or theoretical

the material, without becoming overwhelmed with

position and provides a broad view of the

unnecessary information. The book's

interdisciplinary nature of the field. This edition

conversation-starting pedagogy encourages active

includes the latest insights into political crime;

participation in learning, moving students beyond

terrorism (e.g., ISIS, lone wolves; white-collar,

memorization by engaging them in the latest

blue-collar, and green-collar crime; cyber crime;

research findings and current events shaping the

transnational crime (e.g. sex-trafficking); and

field. The Fourth Edition includes updated

many other topics. Important Notice: Media

statistics, an entirely new chapter on victims and

content referenced within the product description

victimization, revised Learning Outcomes, and

or the product text may not be available in the

new Putting Criminology to Work boxes which

ebook version.

examine evidence-based evaluations of a number

Crime and Justice Derek Dalton 2016 Crime and

of important crime prevention programs.

Justice: a Guide to Criminology has been for

Criminology, Fourth Edition is also available via

many years a leading Australian textbook for

Revel™, an interactive learning environment that

undergraduate and postgraduate students

enables students to read, practice, and study in

approaching this subject for the first time. The

one continuous experience.

contributors are well known research active

Criminology: The Core Larry J. Siegel 2016-02-01

academics in Australia who contribute to the

criminology-today-6th-edition-online
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criminological debate at national and international

and facts, and then link these categories to the

level. Fully revised and updated, this 5th edition

leading theories developed by criminologists over

offers a comprehensive guide in criminal justice

the last 100 years. With this narrative to guide

and criminology that is well suited to a dual-

them, students remember the material beyond the

semester approach. It covers a wide range of

final exam. This fresh new text was created by

topics including: different forms of crimes .. from

two professors to address the main points they

street crime to state crime and international

encounter in teaching their own criminology

crimes; who commits crimes and who are the

courses. Problems solved include: reluctant

victims of crimes; and how society responds to

readers, aversion to abstract thinking, fear of

crime. This book offers a balance between critical

theory, and boredom with laundry lists of

and administrative criminological traditions to add

disconnected ideas. Felson, a leader in

to the discourse of crime and justice in the

criminology theory with a global reputation for

twenty-first century.

innovative thinking, and Eckert, an experienced

Introductory Criminology Marcus Felson

criminal justice researcher, are uniquely qualified

2017-12-04 Introductory Criminology: The Study

to reframe criminology in a unified arc. By design,

of Risky Situations takes a unique and intuitive

they offer abstractions that are useful and not

approach to teaching and learning criminology.

overbearing; their prose is readable, and their

Avoiding the fragmentation of ideas commonly

concepts are easy to comprehend and remember.

found in criminology textbooks, Marcus Felson

This new textbook challenges instructors to re-

and Mary A. Eckert develop a more practical,

engage with theory and present the essence of

readable structure that engages the reader and

criminological thought for adult learners, coaching

enhances their understanding of the material.

students to grasp the concept before any label is

Their descriptive categories, simultaneously broad

attached and allowing them to emerge with

and realistic, serve better than the usual

deeper understanding of what each theory means

philosophical categories, such as "positivism" and

and offers. Lean, with no filler or fluff like stock

"classicalism," to stimulate students’ interest and

photos, Introductory Criminology includes the

critical thinking. Short chapters, each broken into

authors’ graphics to crystallize and expand

5–7 sections, describe situations in which crime is

concepts from the text.

most likely to happen, and explain why they are

Canadian Criminology Today Frank J.

risky and what society can and can’t do about

Schmalleger 2013-10-01

crime. They create a framework to organize ideas

The Oxford Handbook of Criminology Alison

criminology-today-6th-edition-online
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Liebling 2017-05-18 With contributions from over

revised, the sixth edition has been expanded to

60 leading experts in the field, The Oxford

include all the major topics and significant new

Handbook of Criminology is the definitive guide to

issues such as zemiology; green criminology;

the discipline providing an authoritative and

domestic violence; prostitution and sex work;

outstanding collection of chapters on the key

penal populism; and the significance of

topics studied on criminology courses. The

globalization for criminology. The Oxford

Handbook has shaped the study of criminology

Handbook of Criminology is accompanied by a

for over two decades and, with this new edition,

suite of online resources providing additional

continues to be indispensable to students,

teaching and learning materials for both students

academics, and professionals alike. Each chapter

and lecturers. This includes selected chapters

details relevant theory, recent research, policy

from previous editions, essay questions for each

developments, and current debates. Extensive

chapter, web links to aid further research, and

references aid further research. Extensively

guidance on how to answer essay questions.
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